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Experiences with one’s own infant attune the parent nervous system to infant stimuli. To explore the
effects of motherhood on brain activity patterns, electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded while
primipara mothers of 3- and 6-month-olds viewed images of faces of their own child and an unfa-
miliar but appearance-matched child. Mothers of 3- and 6-month-olds showed equivalent early-wave
(N/P1 “visual” and N170 “face-sensitive”) responses to own and unfamiliar baby faces but differen-
tiating late-wave (N/P600 “familiar/ novel”) activity to own versus unfamiliar infant faces. Based on
3 months experience with their own infant’s face, mothers’ brain patterns give evidence of distinctive
late-wave (recognition) sensitivity.

Little is more compelling to a new parent than the sights, sounds, smells, and somatosensory stim-
ulation of their infant (Barratt & Fleming, 2011; Bornstein, 2002, 2013). A smiling face, a hunger
cry, a unique odor, and a special touch are powerful motivators for a mother to respond to her
infant through caregiving, holding, speech, or play. Newborn babies and young infants commu-
nicate their needs and physiological states mainly through vocalizations and facial expressions.
Faces are particularly significant biological and social stimuli. They are privileged in percep-
tion (Palermo & Rhodes, 2007; Vuilleumier & Pourtois, 2007; Zebrowitz, 2006), and the faces
of human infants appear to be especially captivating (Brosch, Sander, & Scherer, 2007). The
ethologist Konrad Lorenz (1943, 1971) famously identified a constellation of morphological
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366 BORNSTEIN, ARTERBERRY, MASH

characteristics that distinguish infant from mature faces. That special physiognomy in infants
includes a head large in proportion to the body, a protruding forehead that is sizable relative
to the rest of the face, substantial relatively low-set eyes, and round protruding cheeks (see
also Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970; Glocker et al., 2009). Notably, an enhanced ability to encode faces
develops in mothers during late pregnancy, perhaps as an evolutionary adaptation that prepares
women for the protective and nurturing demands of motherhood by increasing their general emo-
tional sensitivity and vigilance (Fullgrabe, 2002; Pearson, Lightman, & Evans, 2009; Purhonen,
Valkonen-Korhonen, & Lehtonen, 2008). In addition, a growing body of research points to neu-
robiological supports for the experience of parenthood on processing information that pertains
to infants generally and to parents’ own infants specifically (Bornstein, 2013; Caria et al., 2012;
Kim et al., 2010). To investigate the neurobiological underpinnings of this specific phenomenon,
in this study we recorded and compared mothers’ brain responses to the face of their own young
infant versus the face of an unfamiliar infant.

In the last decade, hemodynamic and electrophysiological brain imaging has revealed asso-
ciations between central nervous system (CNS; and other, e.g., limbic) structures and putative
caregiving propensities and functions in humans. Based on a developing literature using func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), for example, a number of brain regions have been
implicated in adults’ processing of facial stimuli of children, and parents of their own chil-
dren compared to unfamiliar children (see Swain, Lorberbaum, Kose, & Strathearn, 2007, for a
review). In a typical study, mothers (and sometimes fathers) are presented with pictures or videos
of infants while in the scanner. Parents have shown enhanced activity to own infant stimuli in a
variety of brain regions—striate and extrastriate, intraparietal sulcus and the precuneus, nucleus
accumbens, orbitofrontal cortex, and anterior cingulate, and amygdala and insula—associated
with cognition, motivation, emotion, and motor outputs (e.g., Bartels & Zeki, 2004; Leibenluft,
Gobbini, Harrison, & Haxby, 2004; Lenzi et al., 2008; Nitschke et al., 2004; Noriuchi, Kikuchi, &
Senoo, 2008; Ranote et al., 2004; Strathearn, Li, Fonagy, & Montague, 2008). In parenting terms,
these areas may subserve infant-directed attentiveness, approach, caring, and empathy as well as
social bonding (Bornstein et al., 1996).

fMRI provides excellent spatial resolution (in the millimeter range) and is useful in identifying
structures thought to support perception, cognition, emotion, and behavior associated with par-
enting. By contrast, magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG)/event-
related potentials (ERPs) have excellent temporal resolution (in the millisecond range) and thus
allow for monitoring and measuring noninvasively the time course and processing stages of
neuronal activity related to attention, detection, and stimulus processing (Luck, 2005; Wild-
Wall, Dimigen, & Sommer, 2008). There are adaptive reasons to focus on temporal parameters
of maternal brain responses (Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein, Baumwell, & Damast, 1996). Rapid
identification of one’s own child is vital to child survival, it figures fundamentally in social inter-
action, and it presumably calls on neurobiological mechanisms deeply embedded in the parent
brain. Moreover, baby physiognomy changes especially quickly, so reading, recognizing, and
responding appropriately to facial features and expressions require constant and relatively rapid
updating (Gauthier, Tarr, Anderson, Skudlarski, & Gore, 1999; Kuchuk, Vibbert, & Bornstein,
1986). As Rutherford and Mayes (2011) have noted, ERP techniques are exceptionally apposite
to study intuitive parenting (Papoušek & Papoušek, 2002), aspects of which occur within time
frames too brief to be captured by functional neuroimaging, self-report measures, or behavioral
observations.
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DIFFERENTIATED BRAIN ACTIVITY 367

Surprisingly few studies have addressed the comparative advantage in adults for infant stimuli
by assessing brain responses in the temporal domain, but two general findings have emerged.
First, infant stimuli appear to be privileged, and second mothers may have a processing advan-
tage over non-mothers. Using MEG, Kringelbach et al. (2008) found that activity in the medial
orbitofrontal cortex, an area implicated in reward, occurred within a seventh of a second in
response to generic unfamiliar infant faces. This finding pointed to a very early appearing spe-
cific neural signature for infant versus adult faces. Proverbio, Brignone, Matarazzo, Del Zotto,
and Zani (2006) examined time-locked EEG responses in adults to images of unfamiliar infants.
Female and male parents and nonparents saw four different infant facial expressions (pleasure,
comfort, discomfort, and distress). Females showed larger amplitude responses to infant stim-
uli, regardless of parent status or infant facial expression. Notably, Proverbio et al. also reported
that late components of the ERP were sensitive to infant facial expression. Noll, Mayes, and
Rutherford (2012) also used the ERP to investigate the impact of parental status (mother, non-
mother) on early visual processing of generic infant faces. P1 and N170 components were elicited
by infant face stimuli independent of parental status. Finally, studies that used similar ERP tech-
niques in the auditory domain have revealed that women respond significantly more to an infant
cry than to an emotionally neutral vocalization, that mothers respond more than non-mothers to
infant cries, and that evoked responses to infant crying, compared with responses to other auditory
stimuli, habituate more slowly in mothers (Purhonen, Kilpeläinen-Lees, et al., 2001; Purhonen,
Pääkkönen, Yppärilä, Lehtonen, & Karhu, 2001; Purhonen et al., 2008).

FACES AND ERPS

In the present study, we explored electrophysiological correlates of seeing one’s own versus
an unfamiliar infant face in new mothers with different amounts of experience. Face process-
ing is carried out by a network of occipitotemporal regions within the ventral visual stream
(e.g., Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; Puce, Allison,
Asgari, Gore, & McCarthy, 1996; Vuilleumier & Pourtois, 2007). It is believed that different kinds
of facial information are processed by distinct and specialized brain sub-systems. Moreover, it is
generally accepted that face processing occurs in two broad stages. The prevailing distributed
model of face processing distinguishes between an early perceptual stage of structural encoding,
where individual face features and their spatial configuration are analyzed, and a later recogni-
tion stage, where structural information is compared with stored face representations (Bruce &
Young, 1986; Haxby et al., 2000). Responding to a face as familiar implies that the face activates
an encoded visual representation of the familiar person. In short, identification of faces likely
consists of multiple specialized processes. Moreover, the temporal and spatial features of these
processes are thought to be identifiable in face-specific modulations of the ERP. That is, differ-
ent components of the ERP waveform reflect different stages of facial information processing
and index distinct perceptuocognitive mechanisms. Guided by the extant literature, therefore, we
focused on early- and late-wave potentials of evoked responses to familiar and unfamiliar infant
faces.

The “familiar” stimuli used in most face-processing research have consisted of participants’
own faces, faces of well-known individuals (parents, professors, and politicians), or faces that
the participant studied before the experiment (e.g., Begleiter, Porjesz, & Wang, 1995; Caharel,
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368 BORNSTEIN, ARTERBERRY, MASH

Courtay, Bernard, Lalonde, & Rebaï, 2005; Hautecoeur et al., 1993; Renault, Signoret, Debruille,
Breton, & Bolgert, 1989; Smith & Halgren, 1987). Here, we contrasted mothers’ own infant
faces with appearance-matched unfamiliar infant faces. New parents spend great amounts of time
attending to their infant (Bornstein, 2002). This natural situation provides an opportunity to eval-
uate the effects of parenthood on early- and late-wave components of the ERP thought to be
involved in perceptual and cognitive aspects of face processing. We think that personally familiar
faces, like one’s own infant, in contrast with familiar faces from the public domain, should have
engendered representations in memory that are especially early appearing, consistent, and robust
(see Caharel et al., 2005; Tong & Nakayama, 1999).

EARLY-WAVE POTENTIALS (N/P1 AND N170)

N/P1

The N/P1 is so called because it is the first negative- or positive-going component and its peak
is normally observed in around 80 to 130 msec after stimulus onset (Mangun, 1995; Spehlmann,
1965). Current source density maps and structural MRI localize its neurological source some-
where over the ventrolateral prestriate cortex (Brodmann’s Area 18; Di Russo, Martinez, &
Hillyard, 2003; Martinez et al., 1999). N/P1 responses, which are widely observed in visual ERP
tasks, are taken to reflect processes of early sensation and attention (Luck, Heinze, Mangun, &
Hillyard, 1990): hence, the P1 “effect” in selective attention. Van Voorhis and Hillyard (1977)
found that the P1 had a greater positive amplitude when the target was presented in the attended
field than when it was presented outside the attended field. Mangun and colleagues (1991, 1997;
but see Luck et al., 1994) associated the P1 with activation in the posterior fusiform gyrus. P1 is
therefore an index of early visual processing. Notably, Noll et al. (2012) found P1 responses to
be equivalent in mothers and nonmothers.

N170

Allison et al. (1994) recorded ERPs intracranially to faces and non-face stimuli and identified
a face-specific negative-going potential with a latency of about 200 msec. Shortly afterward,
Bentin, Allison, Puce, Perez, and McCarthy (1996) reported that faces elicit a negative-going
potential with a latency peak at 170 msec (N170). Bentin et al. (1996; Bentin & Deouell, 2000)
obtained the face-specific N170 to intact upright faces, and also to inverted faces or isolated eyes
(but see Eimer, 2000), and they argued that the N170 reflects face-specific structural encoding
prior to later higher-order processing stages involved in face identification or recognition (see
also Eimer, 2000; Eimer & Holmes, 2007). No N170 was triggered by cars, hands, furniture, or
even by scrambled faces. Neural responses associated with the N170 occur automatically, perhaps
reflecting obligatory processing of facial information, and specificity of the N170 to human faces,
along with its insensitivity to non-facial stimuli, suggests that the N170 reflects the activity of
cells tuned to detect human faces and/or face components.

Past studies examining the influence of face familiarity have shown that N170 responses to
well-known faces are equivalent to N170 responses to the faces of strangers (Bentin & Deouell,
2000; Bentin et al., 1996; Eimer, 2000; Herzmann, Schweinberger, Sommer, & Jentzsch, 2004;
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DIFFERENTIATED BRAIN ACTIVITY 369

Jemel, Pisani, Calabria, Crommelinck, & Bruyer, 2003). Neither repetition nor priming affect
N170 amplitudes for face stimuli (Eimer, 2000; Schweinberger, Pickering, Jentzsch, Burton, &
Kaufmann, 2002). Thus, the N170 is largely insensitive to variation in facial familiarity. These
results therefore support consensus that the N170 indexes structural representations of the general
face category rather than previously stored representations of particular faces (Bentin & Deouell,
2000; Eimer, 2000). In brief, we evaluated the N/P1, which assesses processing demands at
the level of basic sensory and attentional characteristics, and the N170, which is specific to
faces relative to non-facial stimuli, encodes facial structure and configuration, and is insensi-
tive to (at least short-lived) facial familiarity. We regarded the P1 as a general marker of early
visual processing, and the N170 was utilized as a neural marker of early face processing. For
these reasons, we scrutinized both the N/P1 and the N170 in mothers’ responses to own ver-
sus unfamiliar infant faces, and we expected to see N/P1 and N170 responses to both classes
of faces, but we expected no stimulus-related differences at either temporal location on the
waveform.

LATE-WAVE POTENTIALS (N/P600)

In contrast to early waves, responding to specific characteristics of a face and recognizing a face as
familiar or unfamiliar are thought to occur at later stages in neurological processing: For exam-
ple, Eimer (2000) reported late-wave ERP differences between famous and non-famous faces,
Proverbio et al. (2006) heightened sensitivity of late ERP components to infant facial expression,
Grasso, Moser, Dozier, and Simons (2009) late-wave sensitivity to own versus other child, and
Doi and Shinohara (2012) larger amplitude late waves when mothers heard their own infant’s
crying.

Overt face recognition in normal observers takes on the order of 650 msec (Barrett, Rugg, &
Perrett, 1988), but covert face recognition is evidenced using ERPs at somewhat shorter inter-
vals, ∼N400–500 msec following stimulus onset (Bobes, Quiñonez, Perez, Leon, & Valdés-Sosa,
2007; Eimer, 2000; Nelson, Thomas, de Haan, & Wewerka, 1998; Tanaka, Curran, Porterfield, &
Collins, 2006). Covert recognition is also robust as face familiarity is preserved even in prospag-
nosic patients like P.C. who “recognized” faces as evidenced in a late-wave component that
peaked between 700 and 800 msec after the stimulus onset (Renault et al., 1989; see also Bobes
et al., 2004). Accumulating evidence indicates that a family of distinct but overlapping late-wave
components at divergent distributions over the scalp, each sensitive to different experimental fac-
tors, reflects distinct mental operations (Soltani & Knight, 2000; Squires, Squires, & Hillyard,
1975).

This N/P600 complex has been elicited in both visual and auditory experiments (Hagoort,
2007; Kaan & Swaab, 2003) and implicated in an extensive literature on attentional orienting to
recollected information (Buckner, Kahn, Shannon, & Wagner, 2005; Langeslag, Franken, & Van
Strien, 2008; Langeslag, Jansma, Franken, & Van Strien, 2007; Rugg, Otten, & Henson, 2002)
as well as explicit recognition memory (Dolcos & Cabeza, 2002; Friedman & Johnson, 2000;
Mecklinger, 2000; Münte, Urbach, Düzel, & Kutas, 2000; Olofsson, Nordin, Sequiera, & Polich,
2008; Polich, 2007; Righi et al., 2012; Rosenkrants & Polich, 2008; Wilding, 2002; Yovel &
Paller, 2004). Germane here, it has been associated with cognitive evaluation stages of face pro-
cessing that take place after initial (N170) perceptual stages of face processing (Soltani & Knight,
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370 BORNSTEIN, ARTERBERRY, MASH

2000). Late-stage processing has been implicated in sustained and elaborated stimulus analysis
after stimulus identification (Ritter & Ruchkin, 2006).

Different experimental conditions appear to selectively enhance late-wave ERPs by loca-
tion and polarity (Loveless, Simpson, & Näätänen, 1987). For example, recognition (e.g., of
deeply studied words) is based on both familiarity (indexed by a mid-frontal old/new effect)
and recollection (indexed by a parietal old/new effect). Recollection and familiarity are there-
fore dissociated in retrieval-related ERPs (Rugg & Curran, 2007). The frontal “old/new” effect
is a late-wave negative ERP (N600) correlate of familiarity-driven recognition (Rugg, 1995;
Yonelinas, Otten, Shaw, & Rugg, 2005). By contrast, recollection is remembering an item
together with retrieving physical, contextual, or other source-specifying information about prior
occurrences of the item (Mecklinger, 2000). The parietal “old/new” effect is a late-wave positive
ERP (P600) correlate of recollection (Dennis, Finnigan, Geffen, & Humphreys, 2002; Rugg &
Curran, 2007). The parietal old/new effect is elicited by items subjected to deep study, is linked
to the recollection of specific information, and reflects attentional orienting and representa-
tion of recollected information (Rugg & Henson, 2002; Wagner et al., 2005; Wilding & Rugg,
1996). Numerous fMRI studies confirm recollection-sensitive activity in this region (Buckner
et al., 2005; Ecker, Zimmer, Groh-Bordin, & Mecklinger, 2007; Herron, Henson, & Rugg, 2004;
Tsivilis & Otten, 2001; Vilberg, Moosavi, & Rugg, 2006; Woodruff, Hayama, & Rugg, 2006;
Yonelinas et al., 2005).

In brief, the N/P600 complex encompasses temporally overlapping but spatially and func-
tionally differentiated ERP components originating in frontal and parietal regions, respectively,
and is associated with recognition and “depth of processing” recollection. For these reasons,
we also focused on the N/P600 complex in mothers’ responses to own versus unfamiliar infant
faces, and here we expected to find stimulus-related differences in late-wave temporal and spatial
components of the ERP.

PRESENT STUDY

In the present study, we explored electrophysiological correlates of own infant versus unfamiliar
infant face processing by new mothers. The natural circumstance of the great investment of new
mothers in their young infants, accompanied by close and consistent mother–infant interaction
in the first months, provide an opportunity to evaluate the effects of stimulus familiarity and
recollection of a unique and evolutionarily freighted circumstance on components of the EEG
thought to be involved in face processing, recognition, and recollection. To assess these face
effects on fast- and slow-wave brain potentials, mothers of young infants viewed photographs of
their own infant and an unfamiliar infant matched for age, skin tone, head shape, and eye and
hair color. Amplitude and latency were quantified for ERP components of interest (N/P1, N170,
and N/P600) at different relevant scalp locations (frontal, occipital, parietal, right temporal, left
temporal). These potentials assess perceptual, attentive, and sustained/evaluative processes, and
so in analyzing them we were able to explore different stages in mothers’ processing of own
versus unfamiliar infant faces. If infant faces stimulate sensory and perceptual processes, we
expected stimulus-equivalent very early responses in mothers. If the experience of motherhood
facilitates face recognition and recollection for one’s own infant specifically, we expected to see
familiar versus unfamiliar face differences in late-wave frontal and parietal potentials. We also
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DIFFERENTIATED BRAIN ACTIVITY 371

tested mothers with 3 versus 6 months experience with their infants to ascertain if duration of
experience after parturition affects face processing.

METHOD

Participants

Twenty-two primiparas of 3-month-old (n = 10) and 6-month-old infants (n = 12), M age =
32.06 years (SD = 4.66) participated. Participants were middle- to upper-middle socioeconomic
status (Hollingshead, 1975). An additional 11 mothers were tested, but their data were not
included due to experimenter error or equipment failure (5) or failure to meet the trial crite-
rion for inclusion (6). Preliminary analyses revealed no differences in brain activity as a function
of infant gender (n = 11 girls), so all subsequent analyses are collapsed by infant gender.

Stimuli

At the start of the laboratory visit, digital photographs of infants’ faces were taken following
informed consent. Infants were placed in an upright infant seat that was draped with a gray cloth.
A second cloth was wrapped around the infant’s neck and torso to eliminate the view of cloth-
ing. Multiple photographs were taken to select one in which each infant’s facial expression was
neutral. We held infant facial expression constant as the N170 is modulated by emotional expres-
sion (e.g., Blau, Maurer, Tottenham, & McCandliss, 2007). For example, smiles, as compared to
neutral expressions, increase the subjective familiarity of faces (Baudouin, Gilibert, Sansone, &
Tiberghien, 2000), and the amplitude of the N170 is increased for crying versus smiling faces
(Doi & Shinohara, 2012). Also, recognition of personally familiar faces is facilitated by displays
of neutral, as compared to happy and angry, expressions (Endo, Endo, Kirita, & Maruyama,
1992). Each mother’s infant’s face (own) was paired with another infant face (unfamiliar) from
our laboratory archive of images captured under identical conditions with respect to lighting,
background, framing, and camera angle. Based on experimenter consensus, each unfamiliar infant
was selected to closely match each mother’s own infant’s skin tone, head shape, age, and eye and
hair color. Face images (12.55◦ by 15.94◦) were presented to mothers on a computer screen
against a black background.

Procedure

Participants sat approximately 65 cm in front of the display and were instructed to minimize head
and eye movements while fixating the screen. Mothers were presented 36 trials of the image of
their own infant and 36 trials of the image of the unfamiliar infant, for a total of 72 trials presented
in a uniquely randomized order for each mother. On each trial, a 100-msec baseline period with
a fixation point preceded stimulus presentation. The stimulus appeared for 500 msec and was
followed by a variable 1,800- to 2,200-msec inter-trial interval during which the computer screen
was blue.
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372 BORNSTEIN, ARTERBERRY, MASH

TABLE 1
Sensor Clusters Used for Event-Related

Potential Measurement

Site EGI GSN Sensors

Fz 4, 10, 11, 16, 19, 20
Cz 7, 32, 55, 81, 107
Pl 38, 43, 52, 53, 54, 61, 60
Pz 61, 62, 68, 69
Pr 79, 80, 86, 87, 88, 93, 94
Tl 58, 59, 64, 65, 66
Oz 72, 73, 76, 77
Tr 85, 91, 92, 96, 97

Note. EGI = Electrical Geodesics Incorporated.
GSN = Geodesic Sensor Net.

Recording and Segmenting of EEG

EEG was recorded with the EGI (Electrical Geodesics Incorporated, Eugene, OR) 128-channel
EEG recording system (Net Station 4.1.1). The signal was referenced to the vertex, recorded with
20K amplification, at a sampling rate 250 Hz, with band pass filters set at 0.1–100 Hz, and with
no more than 80 � impedance. Recordings were digitally filtered with a 40-Hz low-pass filter
and segmented into own and unfamiliar face trials using Net Station 4.3 Waveform Tools. A seg-
mented trial consisted of 100 msec before the stimulus was presented and 1,000 msec after the
stimulus was presented. Recordings were inspected for artifacts (signal amplitude exceeding 200
µVolts or a differential amplitude exceeding 100 µVolts), and a trial was excluded if more than
20% of the channels exceeded these thresholds. Participants needed a minimum of 10 artifact-free
trials per face category to be included. The numbers of trials completed that were free of gross
artifacts were 24.96 (SD = 6.65) for their own infant and 24.95 (SD = 8.21) for the unfamiliar
infant and did not differ between stimulus conditions, t(21) = 0.05, ns.

The EEG for each channel was averaged across trials separately for each face category. The
data were average referenced, and a baseline correction was applied to the 100 msec prestimulus
recording interval. Analyses were conducted for clusters of electrodes at midline frontal (Fz),
central (Cz), occipital (Oz), and temporal (Tl, Tr) sites, following the 128 to 10–20 conversion
suggested by Reynolds and Richards (2005), and parietal left (Pl) and right (Pr), following Yang,
Perfetti, and Schmalhofer (2007; see Table 1).

RESULTS

The segmented ERP waveforms were preprocessed using EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004)
running in Matlab v7.1. An independent components analysis (ICA) was conducted to decom-
pose the signal into separate information sources. An algorithm developed by Mognon, Jovicich,
Bruzzone, and Buiatti (2011), automatic EEG artifact detection based on joint use of spatial and
temporal features (ADJUST), was used to identify and remove components corresponding to
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DIFFERENTIATED BRAIN ACTIVITY 373

FIGURE 1 Grand average amplitude by channel clusters. Solid lines rep-
resent participants’ responses to their own infants’ faces and dashed lines
represent responses to unfamiliar infants’ faces. (color figure available
online)

four classes of source artifact: eye blink, vertical eye movement, horizontal eye movement, and
generic discontinuity. For each participant, cleaned data were averaged over channels within site
clusters and then averaged over trials by stimulus condition. Grand averages were inspected for
the presence of discrete components (Figure 1). Three deflections were observed.

Very early deflections peaked between 75 and 125 msec going negative at anterior sites and
positive at posterior sites. The presence of these very early components was verified by zeroing
amplitude at the window onset for each case and testing mean amplitude through the window
against zero via one-sample t tests for each site. Amplitude magnitudes differed from zero at
all recording sites, ts ranging from 2.16, p = .043, at Cz to 4.62, p < .001, at Tr. A second
early deflection peaked between 100 and 230 msec going positive at anterior sites and negative
at posterior sites. Positive amplitude magnitudes differed at Fz, t(21) = 2.61, p = .016, and Cz,
t(21) = 4.87, p < .001, negative magnitudes at Tl, t(21) = –2.56, p = .018, and Tr, t(21) = –2.89,
p = .009. Late deflections going negative at anterior sites and positive at posterior sites were
observed between 580 and 650 msec. These deflections differed from zero at all sites except Cz,
ts ranging from 2.33, p = .03, at Tr to 4.82, p < .001, at Pz. To compare peaks and their latencies
of the early N/P1 and late N/P600 responses across conditions, sites, and age groups, values
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374 BORNSTEIN, ARTERBERRY, MASH

were analyzed with ANOVAs that included familiarity condition (own vs. unfamiliar) and site
contrasts (left vs. right sites and midline vs. lateral sites) as within-subjects factors and infant age
(3 vs. 6 months) as a between-subjects factor. To compare the magnitudes of peaks across sites,
the signs of the peaks at Fz and Cz were reversed to match those at posterior sites. Following the
conventions of previous research, N170 responses were analyzed at left and right temporal sites.

N/P1

The analysis of peaks revealed a significant site contrast with larger peaks at midline sites (M = –
0.99, SD = 0.80) than lateral sites (M = –0.77, SD = 0.67), F(1, 20) = 7.41, p = .013, ηp

2 = .27.
No significant effects emerged for familiarity condition, F(1, 20) = 0.21, p = .65, or infant age,
F(1, 20) = 0.72, p = .41. The analysis of latencies revealed no effects of familiarity condition,
F(1, 20) = 0.12, p = .73, site, F(2, 19) = 0.91, p = .42, or infant age, F(1, 20) = 1.96, p = .18.

N170

The analysis of peaks revealed no significant effects of familiarity condition, F(1, 20) = 0.15,
p = .70, side (left vs. right), F(1, 20) = 2.70, p = .12, or infant age, F(1, 20) = 1.74, p = .20.
The analysis of latencies revealed no significant effects of familiarity condition, F(1, 20) = 1.36,
p = .26, side, F(1, 20) = 3.11, p = .09, or infant age, F(1, 20) = 0.56, p = .46.

N/P600

The analysis revealed larger peaks in response to own infant faces (M = 2.40 mv, SD = 2.46) than
to unfamiliar infant faces (M = 1.41, SD = 1.65), F(1,20) = 4.87, p = .039, ηp

2 = .20. Also,
peaks in the left hemisphere (M = 2.06, SD = 1.91) were larger than those on the right (M =
1.42, SD = 1.47), F(1,20) = 5.66, p = .027, ηp

2 = .22. A marginally significant interaction
emerged between face condition and the midline versus lateral sites contrast, F(1,20) = 3.74,
p = .067, ηp

2 = .16. To examine the interaction and localize the familiarity condition differences
observed in the main analysis, t tests were conducted separately at each site, collapsing across

FIGURE 2 Topographic plot of N/P600 amplitude peaks, across sites
analyzed by face familiarity condition. Warm colors represent positive
responses, and cool colors represent negative responses. (color figure
available online)
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FIGURE 3 Mean N/P600 response by familiarity condition at frontal
and parietal sites.

age (Figure 2). Analysis of the N600 at Fz and Cz sites revealed a larger peak at Fz for own
infant faces (M = –2.93, SD = 4.15) than for unfamiliar infant faces (M = –0.92, SD = 3.10),
t(21) = 2.33, p = .029 (Figure 3); conditions did not differ at Cz. Analyses of the P600 at parietal,
temporal, and occipital sites revealed a larger peak at Pl for own infant faces (M = 2.97, SD =
2.01) than for unfamiliar infant faces (M = 1.74, SD = 1.79), t(21) = 2.68, p = .014, and a larger
peak at Pr for own infant faces (M = 2.41, SD = 1.88) than for unfamiliar infant faces (M = 1.33,
SD = 1.55), t(21) = 2.71, p = .013 (Figure 3). The analysis of latencies revealed no significant
effects of familiarity condition, F(1, 20) = 0.99, p = .33, site, F(2, 19) = 2.18, p = .14, or infant
age, F(1, 20) = 3.19, p = .09.

DISCUSSION

To explore the effects of motherhood on ERP components associated with own infant face pro-
cessing, mothers viewed faces of two infants—one of the infants was their own, and the other was
an unfamiliar infant matched for multiple perceptual features—while their EEG was recorded.
Infant faces evoked N/P1 and N170 potentials in mothers, as expected, and their amplitudes and
latencies showed no differences in mothers between own and unfamiliar infant faces. In con-
trast, mothers showed greater N/P600 amplitudes to their own infant’s face than to an unfamiliar
infant’s face and did so specifically and as expected at frontal and parietal sites, respectively.
The present study reveals the temporal course with which familiarity exerts influences on neural
processing of one’s own infant’s face in mothers.

N/P1 responses are commonly observed in visual ERP tasks and are understood to reflect
early sensation and attention (e.g., Luck, 2005). N/P1 responses were equivalent between face
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376 BORNSTEIN, ARTERBERRY, MASH

conditions in the present study. This finding indicates that later differences observed are a result
of higher-order stimulus processing.

The ERP literature has established that an enhanced negative deflection appears approximately
170 msec after stimulus onset in response to face stimuli relative to nonface objects (Bentin et al.,
1996). The N170 is normally unaffected by face familiarly or repetition, which indicates that
early visual processing is elicited automatically by structural characteristics of a face (Bentin &
Deouell, 2000; Eimer & Holmes, 2007). Our findings are consistent with this literature: Mothers
responded to infant faces with discernible N170s, but they responded equally to faces of their
own infant and an unfamiliar infant at this early structural stage of face processing. These results
also accord with those of Doi and Shinohara (2012) who found N170 amplitudes did not differ
according to the familiarity of an infant face. They suggested that their finding might indicate
that, at initial perceptual stages of face processing (which are likely subserved by fusiform gyrus,
superior temporal sulcus, and the occipital face area; Minnebusch & Daum, 2009), infant faces
are processed in a similar manner regardless of familiarity. Thus, the N170 appears to reflect
instinctive responsiveness (in these mothers) to infant facial stimuli and that responsiveness is
triggered regardless of kinship to the infant. Discriminating brain responses toward own infant
faces unfolded shortly afterward, however.

Mothers showed higher N/P600 amplitudes to their own infant’s face than to an unfamiliar
infant’s face, and did so specifically and as expected at frontal and parietal sites. Such late-wave
potentials are believed to reflect higher-order cognitive control processes beyond more basic
automatic ones (Schupp, Junghofer, Weike, & Hamm, 2004). Perhaps because of their signifi-
cance, own infant faces are selected by the brain for sustained processing, which likely results in
more elaborated or evaluative stimulus analysis (Cuthbert, Schnupp, Bradley, Birmbauer, & Lang,
2000; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1997). Furthermore, the significantly nonzero N170 indicates
the stimuli were processed as faces rather than generic objects or patterns; the N/P600 is likely
showing recognition of faces rather than generic items. Recognition and recollection are associ-
ated, respectively, with late-wave negative and positive components of the ERP. Consistent with
prior studies using verbal or visual stimulus materials that interpreted effects between ∼500 and
∼650 msec as reflections of recollection (Mecklinger, 2000), the present results indicate that
late-wave ERP correlates of recognition are also reliably observed using own child faces as stim-
ulus materials (see also Bobes et al., 2007; Doi & Shinohara, 2012; Grasso et al., 2009; Münte,
Matzke, & Johannes, 1997; Proverbio et al., 2006). These results suggest that mothers’ brains are
modified by specific experiences with their own infant’s face, and the increased amplitudes of
late waves suggest a heightened sensitivity (recognition and recollection) to one’s own infant in
mothers within the first months of becoming a parent.

The observation of a left hemisphere advantage for face response latency is somewhat surpris-
ing given usual evidence for right-hemisphere localization for face processing (e.g., Bentin et al.,
1996; Damasio, Damasio, & van Hoesen, 1982). Most studies in this tradition have utilized adult
faces for stimuli and have included both men and women as participants. Stimulus face, age, and
gender, therefore, may be part of the distinctive pattern observed here. As noted earlier, Proverbio
et al. (2006) examined adult brain responses to infant faces, and they also compared responses
between genders of participants. They observed the conventional right-hemisphere advantage in
men, but not in women. Noll et al. (2012) found no lateralization of N170 amplitude in moth-
ers. Everhart, Shucard, Quatrin, and Shucard (2001) compared facial recognition ERPs between
hemispheres and genders in children 8 to 11 years of age and found a right-hemisphere advantage
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DIFFERENTIATED BRAIN ACTIVITY 377

in boys, but a left-hemisphere advantage in girls. Thus, laterality in face processing may depend
more on stimulus face, respondent age and gender, and dependent measure than has previously
been appreciated. This finding merits further experimental attention.

On what bases might the late-wave recognition effects observed here occur? Childbearing
and childrearing are accompanied by rapid structural nervous system, hormonal, and behav-
ioral adjustments (Bornstein, 2013). Prospective longitudinal study of gray matter changes using
voxel-based morphometry on high-resolution magnetic resonance images of mothers’ brains
has revealed increases in gray matter volume of the prefrontal cortex, parietal lobes, and mid-
brain areas between 2–4 weeks and 3–4 months postpartum (Kim et al., 2010). Moreover, these
effects are associated with positive maternal perceptions of her baby. Also, single neurons in the
superior temporal sulcus of the monkey detect familiar faces (Perrett et al., 1984). Our ERP find-
ings articulate with these results and are complemented by fMRI findings with parents reviewed
earlier.

Hormones may also play a role. Hormones activate key brain regions that augment mothers’
attraction to infant cues, enhance their affective state, and render them attentive and sensitive
to infants so that mothers learn from their experiences with, and behave appropriately toward,
their infants (see Bornstein, 2013, for a review). For example, the first months of parenting
are associated with a rise in oxytocin (OT) suggesting that OT increases in parents as their
relationship with their infant consolidates (Feldman, 2012; Fleming, Ruble, Krieger, & Wong,
1997; Lambert & Kinsley, 2012). Indeed, generally higher levels of OT are associated with more
sensitive and synchronous parental behaviors in mothers (Feldman, Weller, Zagoory-Sharon, &
Levine, 2007). Germane to the present study, OT also enhances memory for familiar faces
(Guastella, Mitchell, & Dadds, 2008).

Do the effects we observed depend on a biological connection between mother and infant?
Perhaps not. Both birth and adoptive mothers exhibit larger late-wave amplitudes toward own
children as compared with unfamiliar children and adult stimuli (Grasso et al., 2009). It may be,
therefore, that faces with great personal significance lead to more robust representations by con-
ferring them rapid processing and ease of retrieval (Tong & Nakayama, 1999). Social parenting
appears to constitute the effective circumstance contra biological connection (Leon, 2002).

Limitations and Future Directions

This initial study of the brain’s sensitivity to own infant stimuli has some design limitations
and inspires a host of related questions. For example, we did not include faces of infants who
were familiar, but not kin, to the mothers or non-infant faces as controls, preventing us from
determining whether effects of infant identity are attributable to kinship or perceptual familiarity
(Caharel et al., 2005; Furl, van Rijsbergen, Treves, Friston, & Dolan, 2007). Future research
should address this issue.

Relative to men, women appear to pay more attention to social or reproductive-related stim-
uli (Proverbio, Zani, & Adorni, 2008); they recognize emotional facial expressions (Cellerino,
Borghetti, & Sartucci, 2004; Hall & Matsumoto, 2004; Thayer & Johnsen, 2000); and their
ERPs to adult facial expressions are larger (Orozco & Ehlers, 1998). To address additional ques-
tions of underlying mechanism and neuroplasticity, an additional next step might be to explore
whether the effects reported here for own infants’ faces is limited to mothers. Fathers, like
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378 BORNSTEIN, ARTERBERRY, MASH

mothers, recognize the face of their newborn (Kaitz, Good, Rokem, & Eidelman, 1988). A similar
electrophysiological study with fathers might help to ascertain whether the patterns of activation
observed when mothers view their own infant reflects a general parental sensitivity, rather than
one that is exclusively maternal. Few neurobiological studies have included fathers, but in one
exception Seifritz et al. (2003) assessed female and male parents’ and nonparents’ responses to
crying and laughter of unfamiliar infants. Females showed greater prefrontal activation than males
to infant vocalizations regardless of parent status. Proverbio et al. (2006) found N170 amplitudes
in mothers were larger than in fathers, suggesting that parental status may modulate the structural
encoding of infant faces more strongly in women than in men. However, neural plasticity in par-
enthood is not restricted to biological changes that accompany pregnancy, as fathers in Seifritz
et al. (2003) showed similar effects as mothers in greater activation at multiple anatomical sites
to infant crying than laughing.

Another future question pertains to the developmental and experiential time course of these
kinds of effects. We found no differences in mothers with 3 or 6 months of experience. This result
implies some (at least, short-term) stability in brain responsivity. However, it also raises other
questions. Could the differentiated effects of own infant face on late-wave ERPs occur earlier
than 3 months? Perceiving and recognizing older versus younger infants might involve different
sets of neural circuits, and different amounts of experience may be operative. Variations in infant
affective facial expressions (happy vs. neutral vs. sad) too may influence parental brain responses.
We presented infants displaying neutral facial expressions. Doi and Shinohara (2012) measured
ERPs in mothers while they observed crying or smiling by their own or unfamiliar infants embed-
ded within a series of neutral expressions. The amplitude of the face-specific N170 component
was greater for crying regardless of familiarity.

Finally, different sample populations may show individual differences in neural responses to
infant cues. This study involved a normative community parent sample, but non-parents and par-
ents with a clinical disease (depression, abuse and neglect, or substance abuse) likely process
infant cues in different ways. ERPs could constitute biomarkers of these sensitivities, as they
allow access to the time course of information processing and provide information about the pro-
cessing stages of infant cues. Research already suggests that the amplitudes of the N170 elicited
by neutral, crying, or laughing faces of unfamiliar infants are attenuated and undifferentiated in
neglectful mothers relative to larger and differentiated ones in healthy controls (Rodrigo et al.,
2011). Thus, a diminished N170 may index reduced maternal sensitivity to infant facial expres-
sions of distress. Likewise, depressed individuals show reduced accuracy in recognizing facial
expressions and increased memory for negative faces (Leppänen, 2006), and depressed mothers
show a positive correlation between symptom severity and N170 amplitude (Noll et al., 2012).
Mothers’ alertness or attunement to their infants’ needs could depend, at least in part, on the
adequacy of these neural mechanisms (Bornstein, Tamis-LeMonda, Hahn, & Haynes, 2008).

Conclusions

Survival of our species rests on protecting and nurturing vulnerable offspring. Human moth-
ers recognize the faces, cries, odors, and tactile characteristics of their newborns (Corter &
Fleming, 2002; Green & Gustafson, 1983; Kaitz, Rokem, & Eidelman, 1988; Kaitz, Good,
Rokem, & Eidelman, 1987, 1988; Kaitz, Lapidot, Bronner, & Eidelman, 1992; Porter, Cernoch, &
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DIFFERENTIATED BRAIN ACTIVITY 379

McLaughlin, 1983). ERP analysis allowed us to gain important information about the time course
and neural processing stages for own infant faces in first-time mothers, moving from sensory
attentiveness to the structural analysis of faces to their recognition and recollection. Here, we
found ERP differences in responding to images of own versus unfamiliar infants in mothers with
as little as 3 months’ experience with their infants. These findings point to a heightened biological
sensitivity to own infant within the first months of becoming a mother.
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